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TOPICS OF PRESENTATIONS 
 
 
“New Complexity” in Architecture 
Pawel Rubinowicz, PhD architect, West Pomeranian University of Technology in Szczecin 

The presentation will introduce a new interpretation of the complexity of an architectural form in the 
context of mathematical theory of deterministic chaos and fractal geometry. According to the classical 
understanding and experience in designing, the formal complexity is the result of deviating from the 
order towards free and intuitive creation. Analyses supported with computer simulations proved that a 
simple rule, principle or a law may comprise a strict definition of an extremely complicated, dense and 
apparently irregular structure. From an architectural point of view, the 'new complexity' leads to com-
plex forms by applying a simple process of forming. The principle of geometric organisation of such 
forms is defined as the 'higher order'. 

Applying Computation in Design  
Michal Piasecki, MA architect, PhD student at Bartlett School of Graduate Studies in London 

The presentation will be divided into two parts. First devoted to design work flow and market trends 
emerging at the intersection of design and technology. The trends discussed will be:#1 parametriza-
tion, #2 management of complexity, #3 performative design, #4 mass customization, #5 cloud produc-
tion. In the second part Michal will discus his own consulting work on architectural interventions, inte-
rior design and furniture pieces designed by a studios such as Joris Laarman Lab, NEX Architecture, 
Super Super, WWAA and 137kilo. Michal joined the design team in each of this projects to provide the 
designers with custom built algorithmic tools which enable generation, management and production of 
highly complex solutions. 



Analysing City Landscape Using Virtual 3D Models 
Klara Czynska, PhD architect, West Pomeranian University of Technology in Szczecin 

The first decade of the 21st c. witnessed a rapid development of scientific research and new geo-
information techniques providing for 3D modelling and visualisation of the urban space. The presenta-
tion will introduce techniques for analysing city landscape using virtual 3D models of cities and special-
ist computer aided analytical methods develop by the author. Research focuses on new ways of defin-
ing the structure of landscape and specifying its measureable parameters. The landscape analysis 
methods provide for objective and more precise rules concerning landscape protection and develop-
ment. Results of previous scientific research was used in practical experience while developing stud-
ies for Szczecin (2005-2007) and Lublin (2010-2011). 
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Michal Piasecki is an independent consultant in algorithmically aided 3d modeling. He’s working for a 
number of European Studios such as Joris Laarman Lab, NEX Architecture, Super Super, WWAA and 
137kilo. His responsibility when joining the design team is to develop custom algorithmic tools which 
enable generation, management and production of complex solutions. Now based in Warsaw, Michal is 
also a PhD student at the Bartlett School of Graduate Studies in London where he’s researching tools 
for mass customization of products over the internet. Prior to starting his consultancy Michal studied at 
the School of Architecture in Warsaw, Iaac in Barcelona and Msc in Adaptive Architecture and Compu-
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on virtual city models. 




